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ABSTRACT
The World Wide Web provides us with a widely accessible technology, fast access to massive
amounts of information and services, and the opportunity for personal interaction with numerous individuals simultaneously. Underlying and influencing all of these activities is our
basic conceptualization of this new environment; an environment we can view as having a
cognitive component (hyperspace) and a social component (cyberspace). This review argues
that cognitive psychologists have a key role to play in the identification and analysis of how
the processes of the mind interact with the Web. The body of literature on cognitive processes
provides us with knowledge about spatial perceptions, strategies for navigation in space,
memory functions and limitations, and the formation of mental representations of environments. Researchers of human cognition can offer established methodologies and conceptual
frameworks toward investigation of the cognitions involved in the use of electronic environments like the Web.

INTRODUCTION

only a new cognitive environment (“hyperspace”) where information is perceived, stored,
manipulated, and retrieved in new ways, but
also a new social environment (“cyberspace”),
where one individual’s cognitions about this
new environment interact with those of other
people who share it. Unlike physical space, the
World Wide Web is not constrained by distance. Interactions between individuals can be
numerous and instantaneous. The possibilities
for enhancing individuals’ lives through easily
accessed personal interactions and the availability of online services are abundant.
The study of hypertext systems is a multidisciplinary venture. Psychologists, computer
scientists, and educators all bring different approaches and goals to the effort. Cognitive psychologists wish to know how humans concep-
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CENTURIES , TEXT -BASED LITERATURE has
been the primary mode for disseminating
and receiving information. The cognitive
processes involved in reading and writing
books have been studied extensively for
decades as they have played a crucial role in
the development of humankind. In the past two
decades, hypertext systems (computer-based
information systems of interconnected documents) have become increasingly pervasive in
work, home, and educational environments.
With the advent of the World Wide Web, these
information systems are heavily influencing
how we develop as a society. However, unlike
traditional text information sources, the World
Wide Web is interactive. This has created not
OR
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tualize hyperspace and the nature of the mental representations they form of hyperspace.
Social psychologists want to understand how
this new way of communicating impacts an individual’s sense of self, their social sphere, the
group dynamics of this new environment, and
the effect on society at large in both a regional
and global sense. Clinical psychologists are investigating the ways that these systems can be
used to provide psychological services. Computer scientists and software developers want
to know how to design an optimal interface for
users. Educators are interested in how this
technology can be applied to enhance learning.
This can be advantageous as a broad knowledge base and diverse perspectives are brought
to bear on the topic. However, it also results in
the lack of a unified theoretical foundation for
hypertext. Relative to many other areas of psychological study, research on the cognitive aspects of using such systems is in its infancy;
models and paradigms are still being developed.
One point to note is that the above-mentioned
endeavors are not as distinct as one might initially suppose. Basic cognitive processes (e.g.,
memory, perception, etc.) are the underpinnings for more complex processes (e.g., social–emotional responses to our environment).
In the real world, we’ve identified many relationships between basic cognitions and social
responses. 1,2 There are numerous instances of
our perceptions of physical space producing
psychosocial consequences (e.g., personal space
being violated, overcrowding, feeling lost). It is
reasonable to suppose that how we perceive
hyperspace may affect our social interactions
within it. Understanding our cognitive reactions to hyperspace may well aid us in predicting some of our social and emotional responses to this new environment. To fully take
advantage of the opportunities offered by cyberspace, we need to comprehend clearly how
individuals take in information from hyperspace.
To this end, the traditional paradigms and
theories of cognitive psychology have much to
offer, providing us with established methodologies and conceptual frameworks for exploring different facets of cognition relevant to hypertext navigation, such as memory, task
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performance, and spatial processing. Understanding the cognitive aspects of hyperspace
will help us to develop optimal technologies
that will guide the way we use the social environment of cyberspace. Understanding the cognitive processes that shape many different individuals’ perceptions of hyperspace will
facilitate the creation of technologies that are
accessible to a wide range of people with a
wide range of characteristics (e.g., age differences) and skills (e.g., level of literacy). For the
uninitiated, traversing the World Wide Web in
search of solutions to everyday problems can
be extremely daunting and can often end in
failure to locate useful information or access
needed services. Providing navigation tools
that are based on the cognitive processes of
users will do much toward making the World
Wide Web an accessible resource for everyone.
Psychological processes are often described
via metaphors.3,4 Hyperspace is a dynamic, interactive space requiring new psychological
metaphors, new ways of thinking and interpreting information. However, before we can
devise new metaphors that portray this environment accurately, it is prudent to closely examine previous metaphors to identify beneficial aspects that can act as a foundation for new
metaphors.
One overarching metaphor seems to dominate the hypertext literature: the spatial
metaphor. The spatial metaphor arose out of a
need for a common language to discuss hypertext issues and a framework within which
to develop usable interfaces. Its basic premise
is that locating information in hyperspace has
similar psychological features to navigating in
physical space. Therefore, promoting mental
representations of spatial layouts of information is a good approach to improving the hypertext user’s ability to access information.5,6
Navigational tools modeled after real-world
navigational aids such as maps appear to enhance performance on some measures7–11 but
not on others.12–16 Correlational data on the relationship between spatial ability and performance has shown increases in speed of performance with higher spatial ability,17,18 but
marginal effects on the accuracy of performance. 19 Therefore, the empirical evidence to
date has not resolved the issue of how or to
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what degree spatial processing is involved in
the efficiency and effectiveness of hypertext
use.
The spatial metaphor seems easily understood by novice users. However, if it is not an
accurate metaphor for the mental processes
that humans engage in as they interact with hypertext, or if we do not understand the aspects
of the comparison that make the metaphor beneficial, then as more and more complex, powerful systems are developed this metaphor will
eventually be less useful. This would be so for
both the goal of achieving optimal access to information and the goal of presenting information in a form that can enhance social interaction or learning.
The following review draws from many diverse areas of cognitive psychological study to
bring forth questions whose answers could
greatly impact the benefits we are able to garner from cyberspace. It is an in-depth look at
the possible ways we can view the new environment of the World Wide Web. This may or
may not be as a space, therefore, this review
also critically examines the spatial metaphor
for hypertext interaction.

AN INTRODUCTION TO HYPERTEXT
What is hypertext ?
Generally, a hypertext system is an electronic
system of interconnected units of information
or text nodes. Many different types of hypertext systems have been designed, each consisting of its own specific structures that support
the connections (links) between the user interface (the windows or pages a user views on the
display terminal) and the underlying information system (database of text nodes). The user
interface is sometimes referred to as the “front
end” of a hypertext system and the underlying
database as the “back end” of the system. In
this paper, the term “window” will be used in
reference to the screen image a user may be
viewing and “node” in reference to the informational node that the window is connected to
in the underlying database. The computer environment of hypertext documents has come to
be referred to as “hyperspace.” Hypertext doc-

uments that contain images, audio, and video
clips are referred to as “hypermedia” documents. In the hypermedia literature the terms
“hypertext” and “hypermedia” are often used
interchangeably. 20
Each hypertext window contains icons that
can be pictorial symbols or highlighted words
(hotwords). A window can contain any number of these icons. The icon represents the link
to the database for that particular piece of information. When clicked on with a pointing device (usually a mouse), the icon activates the
link to the referenced node in the database and
a new window is instantaneously opened containing the information in that node. Nodes
that hold related information are linked. Some
nodes will have a multitude of links, both to
and from other nodes based on their relatedness, whereas other nodes may only have incoming links. It is important to stress that links
are not merely connections between nodes but
that they should specify the semantic relationships between nodes. The author of the hypertext document is the engineer of the links based
on his or her semantic network; that is, his or
her conceptions of the interconnectedness of
ideas within the chosen material.21,22
Links can be organized in two ways: in a hierarchical structure or in a network structure.
In a hierarchical structure, nodes are only
linked to the superordinate information above
them or the subordinate information below
them.21,23 In a network structure, any node can
be linked to any other. Multiple links can exist
between superordinate and subordinate information. 23 Regardless of the specific structure,
because of its general node/link relational
structure, a hypertext system is nonlinear24 ;
that is, unlike the pages in a book, users can access different windows in different orders.
There is no predetermined sequential organization of the underlying nodes. Typically, a hypertext system will also have a backtrack function to allow the user to access previously
viewed windows.25
A brief history of hypertext systems
The concept of hypertext was first outlined
by Vannevar Bush in 1945 with his Memex informational system.24 This was a mechanical
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system rather than an electronic system. It consisted of several microfilm projection units on
which the viewer could display different
frames of microfilm. The viewer could construct links, which Bush called trails, between
two items by viewing the two frames simultaneously, then inserting code that denoted the
names of the frames and their current positions
within each document. The important feature
of the Memex was that any item within the system could be made to immediately and automatically access any other item. The key idea
was that two items could be linked together for
fast and flexible access. The system itself was
never implemented, but Bush had the foresight
to envision a time when his idea could be applied to computer systems, which at the time
were in the early stages of development, inaccessible and costly.
Since that time, many versions of hypertext
systems have been developed and continue to
be developed. Each system has its own specific
features, but Bush’s initial idea is still the most
essential feature; that the system consists of a
viewer connected to underlying informational
nodes that can be accessed with speed and flexibility by the user.
In 1963, Engelbart devised the oN Line System (NLS), with features we would easily recognize as attributes of current hypertext systems.24 The NLS highlighted three particular
aspects of hypertext: “a database of non-linear
text, view filters which select information from
this database, and an interface which structured the display of this information for the terminal.” (p. 22).24 The accessibility of high-resolution displays prompted the focus on
graphical displays of nodes (the single page
display we are so familiar with now) and the
one-to-one correspondence of node to window.
Engelbart also devised the “mouse.” Engelbart’s system focused on the front end of a hypertext system, the user interface.
Concurrently, Ted Nelson was developing a
UNIX-implemented system that focused on the
back end of a hypertext system, the database
server. He called this system “Xanadu.” The
goal of the Xanadu project was to develop a
system capable of storing and retrieving a massive corpus of literary works, a system that was
easily expandable through the inclusion of new
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links and windows rather than through some
central, and cumbersome, change in the system
structure. The term “hypertext” was implemented by Nelson in 1965.24
Since the initial implementation of these systems, a multitude of hypertext systems have
been developed, each with its own purpose and
specialized features. Systems have been developed to address very definite informational
purposes, and general hypertext systems have
been devised for the purpose of studying hypertext itself as a technology.
The variations of function and features
within different hypertext systems are so numerous and complex as to be well beyond the
scope of this paper. What is important to note
is that as these systems evolved, grew in size
and intricacy, and became accessible to the general public (culminating in the early 1990s with
the advent of the World Wide Web), the necessity for understanding how humans interact
with hypertext, and perceive and manipulate
information from the system, became increasingly important.
To summarize, the defining features of hypertext are: a large collection of informational
nodes connected via machine-supported links,
which support massive cross-referencing and
easy access. The term “hypertext” will be used
as a general term for systems that entail these
features regardless of their individual differences.
Goals in hypertext use
Different hypertext users have different
goals, which produce different navigational
strategies. Users may be searching out a very
specific piece of information that they have already accessed, looking for a specific piece of
information that they do not know how to find,
or they may be exploring the system with no
specific informational goal. Conklin24 outlines
the three methods of conducting an informational search in a hypertext system: (1) the user
can visit a set of related windows or pages
through the traversal of links; (2) the user can
navigate through the document using a graphical browser, which provides a graphical representation of the network structure; or (3) the
user can activate a queried search where the
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system searches all documents to find any instance of a keyword or key phrase that is entered. The query method is necessary for documents or networks of documents, such as the
World Wide Web, that cannot be exhaustively
examined because they contain too many
nodes.
Advantages and disadvantages of hypertext
The main advantage of hypertext over traditional text is that it is a high-speed method of
accessing vast quantities of information. As
mentioned earlier, there is no predetermined
sequential organization of the underlying
nodes. This provides an increased flexibility in
the ways that users can experience the information in the document compared to traditional text-based presentations. The user is free
to make link connections in any order based on
their own focus and interpretations of the material, toward their own end goal. However,
this same feature that provides such individual
freedom for the user also comes with costs. For
example, at any point in time, the user only sees
the current window and the links represented
by icons or highlighted text, leading from that
window to other related windows. This means
the user must remember the windows already
viewed and hypothesize about the overall size,
structure, and complexity of the entire hypertext network, as it can never be viewed in its
entirety.
Because of this, there are two related categories of problems associated with using hypertext systems: cognitive overhead and disorientation.
Cognitive overhead. Unlike traditional text,
hypertext does not have conventional cues that
lead the reader through a document (e.g., chapters, sections).26 With traditional text documents, format often indicates the type and purpose of a document and gives the reader hints
about where important information will be
found (e.g., a legal contract is easily distinguished from a grocery list). In hypertext, no
such conventions have been established. In addition, there are multiple routes or paths to access a specific piece of information in the network. This increased flexibility results in users
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being responsible for decisions about which information to access (which links to select) and
in what order. To this end, the cognitive resources of the user must be allocated toward
several goals concurrently. The term “cognitive
overhead” has been used to refer to the amount
of cognitive resources necessary to successfully
complete an informational task in hypertext.24
With hypertext, users must evaluate information currently viewed, must recall information
previously viewed as well as its location relative to other viewings, and must create a plan
to navigate toward desirable information (not
only deciding which windows to access but
also which tools to use to execute the plan).
Kim and Hirtle6 label these cognitive tasks as
(1) navigational tasks: planning and executing
routes through the network; (2) informational
tasks: reading and understanding the contents
presented in the nodes and their relationships,
for summary and analysis; and (3) task management: coordinating informational and navigational tasks. The cognitive demands that
these tasks require are compounded by increasingly complex and voluminous hypertext
structures. 22–24,27,28 Degraded performance occurs when a hypertext user’s cognitive resources are overwhelmed by these demands.
Disorientation. One of the symptoms of cognitive overhead is disorientation.24,28,29 It is
well documented that hypertext users will
often report “feeling lost” when performing poorly on an informational search.22,26,29,30
Based on subjective reports, Edwards and
Hardman30 characterized this phenomenon via
three categories of the users’ experience: (1) the
user does not know where to go next; (2) the
user knows where to go but not how to get
there; (3) the user does not know where they
are in relation to the overall structure of the
document. Based on empirical measures, Foss31
proposed three types of disorientation problems and their symptoms: (1) Navigational disorientation problems, caused by a lack of
knowledge of organization and extent of the
document as well as unfamiliarity with navigational tools. The symptoms of navigational
disorientation are looping, inefficient pathways
and query failures. (2) The embedded digression problem caused by high cognitive de-
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mands that lead to difficulties in planning,
managing and executing digressions. The
symptoms for embedded digression are a disorganized screen layout, having many windows open concurrently and engaging in excessive backtracking. (3) The art museum
problem caused by the high cognitive demand
of viewing many windows superficially without attention to detail or relatedness. The
symptoms of the art museum problem are short
reading times and restricted search paths.
The problems of disorientation and cognitive
overhead were identified by early hypertext researchers,22,23,29,30 but continue to be unresolved.13,28 It has been suggested that unless
disorientation and cognitive overhead can be
effectively reduced the ultimate usefulness of
hypertext will be severely limited.24,28,29
The spatial metaphor
The identification and labeling of the two
problems of disorientation and cognitive overhead are a direct result of how we have come
to conceive of the environment that hypertext
creates. Disorientation is a cognitive phenomenon that occurs in an environment where it is
necessary to maintain a sense of one’s own location relative to the location of other objects
and to maintain the relative location of these
objects to each other. Cognitive overhead in hypertext is the amount of cognitive resources
that are required to successfully interact with
the type and number of structures within that
environment (the type of structures dictated by
our conception of the environment).
The spatial metaphor arose out of a need for
a common language to converse about the hypertext environment and, subsequent to that, out
of the need for a framework for designing tools
and hypertext features that create optimal navigating environments. Canter et al.5 have been attributed with the emergence of the metaphor13
which has been advocated by a number of
researchers.6,8,9,15,32 However, other authors
have expressed concern over the rapid and seemingly overwhelming acceptance of the metaphor.13,33–36
Having presented an overview of hypertext
systems, and a brief description of how users
interact with them, it should be clear how
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firmly entrenched the spatial metaphor is in the
hypertext literature. The use of terms related to
space is solidly embedded in the topic of hypertext. Terms such as “hyperspace,” “environment,” and “navigation” are difficult to
avoid as, at this point in time, they provide for
the user the most direct access to meaning at
an introductory level. To this end, the spatial
metaphor has been useful and may continue to
be useful. However, beyond the introductory
level, is the spatial metaphor impeding the development of a more cognitively accurate
model, one that might ultimately provide more
benefit to the user?
Before addressing this larger issue, it is prudent to attempt to make explicit the ways in
which the terms “spatial” and “metaphor” are
used (or not used) in relation to hypertext.

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF A METAPHOR?
The research on metaphor and its related
term, analogy, is vast and complicated. The following section is a brief review of perceptions
of metaphor in both the psychological and human–computer interaction literature.
In the psychological literature, Lakoff37 describes metaphor as a mode of thought that can
be understood as a tightly structured mapping
from the source domain to the target domain.
The source domain is a conceptual schema that
we have constructed based on our experiences
in a particular environment. In the case of the
spatial metaphor, the source domain is physical space and the target domain is hyperspace.
Holyoak and Thagard3 consider metaphor,
like analogy, a method toward understanding
a new domain in terms of a source domain, but
metaphor involves connections that move
beyond surface category structure. “Many
metaphors are based on deeper relational and
system mappings” (p. 217).3
Holyoak stresses the importance of the evaluation of these mappings based on similarity,
structure, and purpose between the source and
target domains.
According to Pylyshyn4 the role of a metaphor for scientific explanation is not to fully explain all aspects of a complex environment but
to provide a framework on which to reference
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new, vague, and disconnected ideas about that
environment, phenomenon, or concept. This
framework is a means toward the development
of a more thorough understanding of something
new. Pylyshyn describes the acquisition of new
knowledge using Piaget’s terms of accommodation and assimilation. When we first encounter
new information, we attend to aspects that are
most similar to the schemas we’ve already constructed and categorize the new information as
belonging to the most similar schema (assimilation). If the new information is so dissimilar that
it cannot be mapped onto an existing schema, we
then adjust and expand the structure of the
schema to include this new knowledge (accommodation). However, Pylyshyn maintains that it
is important to provide some degree of explanation via the metaphor (a powerful metaphor)
rather than merely description, which may leave
the user with a groundless impression of having
been provided with an explanation (an impotent
metaphor). The value of a metaphor decreases if
the user, upon closer inspection, realizes that the
metaphor has few shared properties with the
new situation the person is attempting to understand. Surface similarities may prove of limited value as functional and conceptual dissimilarities are uncovered.
In hypertext, as the user becomes more proficient the comparison between hyperspace and
physical space may break down. The spatial
metaphor may be useful as a pedagogical tool
to introduce the novice user to the system and
to aid in the initial organization of his or her
thoughts about this new environment, but may
also impede the user from developing a more
in-depth and explicit conceptualization of the
hypertext environment. As Pylyshyn notes,4

has been prematurely accepted as a theoretically plausible metaphor for the cognitive
processes involved in hypertext interaction.
Unlike psychological theory, in the human–computer interaction (HCI) literature the
end goal is to provide a metaphor for the user
that helps them understand the purpose and
function of the facilities of a specific application, rather than to provide the user with an explanation of the global environment of hypertext. Metaphors can be applied to an
application with a narrow purpose (e.g., the
typewriter metaphor for word-processing) or a
broader purpose (e.g., the general desktop
metaphor used in many types of applications).
In the HCI literature, some authors are careful
to explicitly present the spatial metaphor as a
design tool for a specific application. An example of this is Hammond and Allinson’s32
travel holiday metaphor that includes choices
for go-it-alone travel or guided tour travel for
a specific hypertext system. Other authors present the spatial metaphor as if they accept the
assumption that it’s a psychologically plausible account of how people think about hyperspace in general.6,8
Interface designers expect and accept the presence of metaphorical mismatches. Carroll et al.38
emphasize the usefulness of mismatches as do
Hammond and Allinson.32 Hammond and
Allinson contend that a metaphor need not be
accurate at all levels of description to be useful:

One must distinguish between the general
programmatic enterprise of trying to illuminate a new phenomenon and the much more
demanding goal of establishing the validity of
an explanatory theoretical principle. (p. 548)

An example of a metaphor mismatch is exhibited in the metaphor of word processor as
typewriter. On a typewriter, the space bar
moves the typing position, whereas on a computer keyboard the space bar inserts a space.
Novice users are often confused when the
spacebar does not produce the same result on
a computer that it does on a typewriter.32
Although mismatches are expected, these researchers also advocate a more systematic assessment of metaphor to interface design. Carroll et al.38 argued that three aspects of analysis

Therefore, one goal in metaphor use within
psychology is to define and explain the relations between the source and the target domain
in the metaphor, and the cognitive processes
involved in executing the task associated with
that metaphor. It seems the spatial metaphor

Furthermore, a metaphor which is self-evidently inappropriate at some levels of description will be more successful than one which is
ambiguous: no attempts will be made to invoke
mappings at the inappropriate level. (p. 83)
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must be undertaken to properly assess the value
of an interface metaphor: operational, structural, and pragmatic analyses. Operational
analysis entails the measurement of behavioral
effects (e.g., improvements in performance and
learning). Structural analysis involves making
explicit the mappings of referent domain to target domains, a description of primitives and relations between primitives in the referent and
target domains. Structural analysis is necessary
to determine the scope of the metaphor. Pragmatic analysis examines the practical context of
the metaphor. This includes examining the
user’s goal associated with using the metaphor
as well as the impact on the user of the flaws in
the metaphor (e.g., mismatches). This is similar
to Holyoak’s3 focus on similarity, structure, and
purpose in a psychological approach to metaphor validation. Carroll et al.38 emphasized that
all three types of analyses are necessary to fully
understand the dynamics between metaphor
and user and, hence, to assess the overall usefulness of the metaphor.
An adequate analysis of interface metaphors
needs to rest on an empirical task analysis of
what users actually do, not an abstract normative analysis of what they might do. (p. 73)

Psychological and HCI researchers espouse
similar types of metaphor assessment but toward a different focus; respectively, understanding underlying information processing
mechanisms versus usability. Both the psychological and HCI approaches seem plausible for
the evaluation of a broad metaphor like the spatial metaphor. Nonetheless, in a survey of the
literature, it seems neither approach has been
used in a systematic way to closely examine the
hypertext/real-space comparison. The mappings between hypertext features and realworld features have not been empirically specified nor have particular cognitive processes
involved in the use of hypertext (e.g., degree of
spatial processing) been identified in detail.
RELATING SPACE TO HYPERTEXT
While investigating the use of a spatial
metaphor, it is also important to consider definitions of space itself. For example, what are

spatial properties and how do these properties
map onto “hyperspace?”
Metric models of space
Real world, everyday, physical space is generally described in terms of geometric properties, specifically Euclidean or metric properties.
Three-dimensional space is denoted by the geometric relationships between three points, X, Y,
and Z. These relationships include such properties as direction and distance. Metric space
adheres to three geometric axioms: minimality,
symmetry, and triangle inequality.39 These axioms will be described in detail presently.
Stanton and Baber35 express concern that this
everyday definition of space has been inappropriately applied to hyperspace (which they
refer to as “electronic space”). They state:
. . . the basic concept of hypertext in computer
science terms, is an n-dimensional space which
can be traversed by moving through links.
‘Space’ as used in this context has a well defined meaning, as the collection of objects and
activities contained within a specific domain,
similar to its use in finite state architecture.
However, much current research in hypertext
appears to use the term ‘space’ in its everyday
sense, that is, as a physical relationship between objects. (pp. 235–236)

In the case of hypertext, it appears that physical distance is being equated to some degree
with psychological distance. What exactly is
psychological distance? In hyperspace, one
way of conceptualizing psychological distance
would be an estimate of the degree of semantic relatedness or similarity between two windows.
Geometric models, like the Euclidean model
of physical space, are often used in the psychological literature to describe psychological
processes. Beginning in the early 1960s, many
psychological researchers40–43 asserted that the
similarity of objects could be modeled using
geometric properties. More explicitly, the similarity of two objects could be represented as
points in some coordinate space, and that a
metric distance function could be used to compute the dissimilarity between two points. A
metric distance function assigns a distance to
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each pair of points based on adherence to the
same three axioms that define physical space:
minimality, symmetry, and triangle inequality.
The minimality axiom implies that the similarity between an object and itself is the same for
all objects. The assumption of the symmetry axiom is that the distance between two points is
the same no matter the order; that is, the distance between A and B is the same as the distance between B and A. The triangle inequality axiom assumes that the shortest distance
between two points is a straight line. That is, if
A, B, and C are any three points in space, then
the sum of any two distances (e.g., AB, BC, AC)
is greater than or equal to the third distance.
Applied to similarity theory, it implies that if
A is similar to B, and B is similar to C, then A
and C cannot be very dissimilar from each
other.44
Contrary to the above view, Tversky44 and
Tversky and Gati45 argued that although similarity relations may be represented using geometric models including the axioms presented
above, these representations should not be
viewed as psychological theory. Tversky contended that the minimality axiom is not fulfilled by some types of similarity measures. For
example, the probability of judging two identical stimuli as the “same” rather than “different” is not constant for all stimuli. In recognition experiments of simple objects, sometimes
an object is identified as another object more
frequently than it is identified as itself. According to Tversky, the symmetry axiom does
not hold for similarity relations either. Similarity judgments can be regarded as extensions of
similarity statements; that is, statements of the
form “a is like b.” In such a statement, a subject and a referent are evident. The statement
is directional as it begins with the subject and
ends with the referent. To reverse the statement
is to lose its meaning; “b is like a” is not the
same as “a is like b.”
As for the triangle inequality axiom, Tversky
stated that the implication mentioned above (if
A is similar to B and B is similar to C, then A
and C cannot be very dissimilar from each
other) sets limits on the similarity between A
and C, as the similarity between A and B, and
B and C constrains the similarity between A
and C. Tversky provided an example that chal-
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lenges the psychological validity of the triangle inequality assumption . He makes comparisons between the following pairs of countries,
Jamaica–Cuba, Cuba–Russia, and Jamaica–
Russia. The dimension that defines similarity
between Jamaica and Cuba (geographic similarity) is not the same as the dimension that defines the similarity between Cuba and Russia
(political similarity, at the time). Therefore, assigning a degree of similarity between Jamaica
and Russia is uninformative, as comparisons
are not made on dimensions that are valid between the two countries.
How well do geometric properties map onto
hyperspace? In hyperspace, distance could be
thought of as the number of steps between windows (e.g., the number of mouse clicks), the
number of layers to traverse in a hierarchical
system, or the amount of time it takes to access
one window from another.33 However, it could
be said that these variables are only epiphenomena of the underlying semantic relationships of the material as perceived by the author, the person who has created the structure
of the hypertext document. The links between
windows are constructed by the author based
on his or her perceptions of the relatedness of
meaning between the content of each window.
In this sense, the links are somewhat arbitrary
in that the degree of relatedness perceived by
the author may be very different from the degree of relatedness perceived by the user. Also,
depending on the order in which the user has
accessed certain windows, these variables may
not consistently represent, from user to user,
the underlying semantic relationships between
windows.
The question therefore becomes, in the hypertext context, how does meaning map onto
space? One implication of the spatial metaphor
is that the degree of semantic similarity between windows can be psychologically represented as a distance. Windows that are similar
in meaning are “close together” in the “information space,” windows that are not are “far”
apart. This, in turn, implies that semantic similarity can be described using geometric properties, just like Euclidean geometric properties
define physical space, hence, connections between windows can be conceptualized as
“space.” Although a “metric” distance is not
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applied to each pair of hypertext windows, because of the comparison to real space prompted
by the spatial metaphor, there seems to be an
underlying assumption that some sort of distance relations exist.
However, as outlined above, Tversky and
Gati44,45 provide some compelling reasons for
why psychological estimates of similarity
should not be represented geometrically (that
is, as a metric distance) for all stimuli in all situations. The hyperspace environment seems to
violate all the axioms necessary for a geometric similarity model. The minimality axiom is
not always accurately adhered to with simple
stimuli. Referring to semantic similarity between hypertext windows, this problem is intensified due to the complexity of each window
and the sheer number of windows being accessed in large documents. The symmetry axiom is also violated. Once a new window is accessed, the information the user encodes there
goes with him or her back to the previous window, where that window is likely to be viewed
in a slightly different manner. Therefore,
knowledge-wise, the initial “distance” from the
first window to the second or subsequent windows is not the same as the “distance” from the
second window back to the first. The “distance” has been altered merely through the accessing of the second window and its contents.
As for the triangle inequality axiom, different
windows may or may not share the dimensions
that other pairs of windows share just as, in
Tversky’s example, Jamaica, Cuba, and Russia
do not share the same dimensions.
This discussion of similarity theory has been
applied toward the validity of using a geometric model for semantic similarity in hypertext
just as a geometric model is used to describe
real space (Euclidean properties). The depth of
comparison in this example may be excessive,
but it is a demonstration of how unspecified
the parameters of the spatial metaphor remain.
We are still left with an ill-defined and vague
sense of how space is related to the hypertext
environment and the elements within it.
Spatial primitives
A less formal way of defining space is
through decomposition of its characteristics
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into a set of basic primitives. Primitives can be
thought of as both elements and relationships
that are necessary to convey the fundamental
attributes of a phenomenon. Golledge46 identifies and describes four spatial primitives: (1)
identity, (2) location, (3) magnitude, and (4)
time. Golledge describes providing identity “as
the process of equating an occurrence with a
name or label. The purpose behind this differentiation is to allow occurrences to be recognized and their uniqueness evaluated” (p. 104).
As Golledge notes, a problem with identity is
that, at times, two labels may be given to the
same entity (e.g., a street is known by different
names to different people). In hypertext, if an
identity is not universally acknowledged, not
only may different users be unable to recognize
an item as the same item but also individual
users may confuse different items.
The second primitive, location, is denoted as
“information about where an occurrence exists
within the totality of the environment” (p.104).
The way location is specified can be different
depending on the environment being considered. The spatial terms and reference points
that describe an entity’s location will be different if that entity is a continent rather than a
country, a city rather than a building or an object. Locational information includes information that describes relations between an entity
and other entities within that specific environment. Understanding the idea of location in hypertext has several obstacles. How do we describe different categories of environments
(e.g., what is global, what is local)? How do we
specify location within that environment? An
item in hyperspace has no absolute location or
even a consistent relative location.
From the property of location, several derived concepts emerge: (1) distance, (2) direction, (3) sequence and order, and (4) connection and linkage. Golledge46 defines distance as
the “interval between the locations of occurrences” (p.106). To quantify distance, location
must be clearly specified. Direction can only be
specified within an established frame of reference. Sequence and order are dependent on definitions of distance and direction as well. Connection and linkage are related to principles of
proximity and similarity which, again, are inextricably tied to the specification of location.
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The relation between hyperspace and these derived concepts cannot be determined until the
relation between hyperspace and location is
clearly understood.
The third primitive, magnitude, refers to the
size of an identity. In instances where we can
define “how much” with a single number, the
measurement of magnitude is straightforward
(e.g., how many cows are in a field). In other
instances, Golledge concedes that magnitude is
difficult to measure. For example, do we define
a city by the area covered, the size of the population, or by the boundaries of specific activities? With hypertext, do we measure magnitude by the number of nodes in a document,
the degree of linkage within the document, or
the degree of linkage to other documents
within a network? It is not clear how magnitude may be defined in hyperspace.
The fourth primitive, time, denotes the permanency of an occurrence. Does an occurrence
exist at a later point in time just as it exists in
this moment? Does an occurrence retain its location over time? The relation between time
and location is particularly tenuous in hypertext as we may not even be able to denote location itself. As well, large systems of hypertext documents, such as the Web, are dynamic.
Using a particular site as a landmark for locating other sites will be ineffective as sites can be
removed, linking can be changed, and the general appearance of the site may be altered. Beyond the issue of location, unlike real space,
navigation time in hypertext is not correlated
to “distance.” Changing locations between
windows that are unrelated can be achieved
just as quickly as moving between windows
that are closely related.
Whether we approach the hypertext/real
space comparison from the axioms of Euclidean space or a list of spatial primitives, identifying discrepancies between the two environments will inform us about the value of the
spatial metaphor toward enhanced information access.
Spatial cognition
If spatial cognition plays an important role
in how people interact with hypertext, comparisons between behaviors in hyperspace and
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behaviors in physical space should be possible
on several levels: Do people hold spatial representations in memory of the hypertext environment? Do novice hypertext users go
through the same process that people in novel
physical environments do? Do children show
similar patterns of development in hypertext
navigation as real world navigation? To address these questions we must have a brief look
at spatial cognition and how it develops in realworld environments.
The study of spatial cognition is characterized by diverse approaches in the choice of settings and paradigms. For example, subjects
have been asked to find their way,47 to locate
an object in real space,48 as well as to imagine
how an object might look if it was rotated to a
different orientation.49 Small-scale environments such as a single room where all contents
are visible have been studied50 and, conversely,
large environments, such as the layout of a
campus or city, where all locations are not
within view.51 Researchers have been interested in people’s knowledge of particular
places as well as their knowledge of abstract
spatial concepts. Subsequently, there are a variety of definitions of spatial cognition, each
prompted by and constrained by the environment under investigation.
In general terms, spatial cognition is the
knowledge and mental representation of the
structure of space and the location and relation
of objects or entities within that space, along
with the knowledge of when and how to use
this stored information and the ability to think
about the mental representations themselves.52
This definition includes two parts: the informational system itself and the individual’s ability to access and make use of that information.
The informational system has been referred to
as a cognitive map, a term first used by Tolman.53 In this paper, the term cognitive map
will be used to refer to the informational system that is part of and supports spatial cognition.
Cognitive maps. Cognitive maps are longterm memory representations of spatial information. As we cannot view cognitive maps directly, we must infer their features from
behavior during specific tasks. Consequently,
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empirical evidence involves these representations as they are applied to the performance of
a particular action. External forms produced by
behavior (e.g., sketch maps, verbal protocols,
quantitative and structural analyses), are often
called spatial products, a term originally used
by Liben.52 Spatial products give us some indication of the nature of underlying spatial representations. Behavioral evidence suggests
what the rules and operations are that govern
the use of spatial representations.54
The term cognitive map often elicits the assumption that this representation is an imagebased, map-like mental representation. The actual form of cognitive maps has been highly
debated. Some researchers have suggested that
the cognitive map is analogous to a cartographic map, a Euclidean model of the world.55
This is not to say that cognitive maps are exact
replications of features on a map. They have
been described as “schematic, sketchy, incomplete, distorted, and otherwise simplified and
idiosyncratic.” 56
Other researchers have suggested a conceptual-propositional, rather than image-based,
theory of spatial information encoding.57 In this
view, both verbal and visual information is
stored as abstract conceptual propositions.
Concepts are embedded in a propositional network and conceptual meanings are partially
dependent on their relations to other concepts
in the network. If concepts are close together in
the propositional network, they will function
as cues for the retrieval of one another. Alternatively, some researchers57,58 have argued
that the term “map” should only be thought of
as a hypothetical construct for the spatial system that we accept as existing and influencing
our spatial decisions.
Aside from the debate about the form of cognitive maps, Kitchin58 summarizes the types of
information that cognitive maps contain. Cognitive maps are selective, subjective representations of the environment that preserve the locational and attributional features, including
subjective emotional responses to those attributes, that are most informative for the individual perceiving that environment. The attributes
that designate the structure of the map (landmarks or labels) are markers for action that
should take place at that point in space and
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time. According to Kitchin, this is an important
aspect of the cognitive map, that it is constructed to combine the concepts of place and
action. Cognitive maps are individual constructions for individual events: there is no singular cognitive map that retains all the spatial
information and knowledge we’ve acquired.
They are dynamic; that is, our knowledge (cognitive map) influences the experiences we have
and our experiences alter our knowledge (cognitive map).
More recent research into the nature of cognitive maps has suggested that their hierarchical structure is important. Hierarchies are
organized by semantic and conceptual relatedness, not by spatial relations. Several studies
provide evidence that cognitive maps have a
hierarchical structure; that is, entities are encoded at different levels or regions (e.g., particular objects in relation to sets of objects)
based on their conceptual similarity or dissimilarity rather than their actual spatial location.
For example, Stevens and Coupe59 found
that people are influenced by superordinate
spatial relations of geographic locations. They
asked subjects to judge the spatial relations of
different cities (e.g., Is Montreal north or south
of Seattle?). People often misjudged the location of different cities based on the state or
country the city is situated in (e.g., Montreal is
in Canada and Canada is north of the United
States, therefore Seattle must be south of Montreal). The superordinate category of country
influenced judgements about the subordinate
category of cities, irrespective of their spatial
locations.
McNamara et al.60 submitted subjects’ recall
protocols of a spatial layout to an algorithm that
constructs hierarchical trees consistent with the
internal organization of the protocols. They
found that subjects’ distance estimations and
spatial priming was dependent on whether pairs
of objects appeared in the same subtree or different subtrees of the hierarchy rather than each
object’s spatial location in the total array.
Both of the above studies highlight the importance of categorization and meaning in the
organization of mental representations of spatial information. If hierarchical structure is important to the retrieval of spatial memories of
objects in physical space, it is plausible that hi-
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erarchical structure is even more relevant than
spatial position to the recall of objects in hyperspace, where objects have no absolute position or even consistent relative position.
The development of spatial cognition
Much of the research on early spatial cognitive development focused on the development
of children’s cognition related to small spaces,
particularly, the analysis of the children’s
changing frames of reference. As they develop,
children switch from egocentric frames of reference to nonegocentric or geographic frames
of reference.61 Egocentric references are spatial
indicators pertinent to the child’s own body
and point of view (e.g., to the left or right of
me). Geographic references are spatial indicators that are tied to the space as a whole (e.g.,
the relation between two objects in a room or
the walls of a room). Children typically switch
their frame of reference from egocentric to geographic references between 6 and 16 months
of age. Beyond 16 months, changes in the
choices of different geographic reference systems develop; that is, as they get older children
increasingly choose more and more distal versus proximal systems (e.g., the walls of a room
vs. the furniture in a room). As children’s
frames of reference radiate further away from
their person, and include object–object relations as well as body–object relations, they are
increasingly able to deal with larger environments. 62 By 12 years of age, children’s competence in real-world large-space navigation
matches that of adults.51
Spatial knowledge acquisition in adults. In a
highly influential article, Siegel and White63
suggest that the ability to act efficiently within
large-scale environments is based on the mental integration of multiple views. Because large
environments cannot be viewed all at once,
some type of mental–spatial representation
must be constructed to comprehend the entire
space. Siegel and White proposed that the acquisition of these spatial representations follows a distinctive course, as a series of stages,
landmark recognition being the first in which
individuals learn to discern and remember separate landmarks. In the second stage, land-
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marks are coordinated in a sequence, which results in path or route representations. This
route knowledge is comprised of both spatial
and temporal relations between landmarks. As
route representations become more refined, a
representation of the entire space forms, a survey representation that includes the relations
between landmarks and routes. Thus, with increased familiarity of the environment, spatial
representations gradually incorporate more sophisticated versions of landmark, then route,
then survey knowledge; survey knowledge being qualitatively different from the first two because it incorporates the understanding of metric distance relations between landmarks and
routes. Siegel and White’s view remained the
dominant framework throughout the 1970s
and 1980s, and has been cited in the hypertext
literature. 15,30,64
More recently, Montello65 argued that the final acquisition of survey knowledge is a quantitative rather than a qualitative change. He asserts that metric knowledge is being encoded
right from the earliest learning stages, and that
survey knowledge appears as the qualitative
outcome of the integration of spatial knowledge, including metric knowledge, about separately learned places. Montello describes spatial knowledge as consisting of both nonmetric
and metric information beginning with the first
exposure to a new place. He also asserts that
some types of spatial information are stored in
a linguistic format and comes to the conclusion
that “there exist two or more distinct subsystems that represent spatial information in different formats” (p. 17). Montello cites several
authors who present converging evidence and
arrive at comparable conclusions. For example,
McNamara et al.66 referred to three formats of
spatial knowledge—temporal strings, propositions, and metric spatial representations.
Kuipers67 proposed that spatial knowledge is
stored in many disconnected components that
include separate metric and topological components. Kosslyn68 suggested that the right
hemisphere of the brain is specialized for processing coordinate spatial representations
while the left hemisphere is specialized for processing categorical representations.
Three questions emerge from Montello’s position: (1) If metric knowledge is so pervasive
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throughout the acquisition of knowledge of
large spaces, how relevant is real world navigation to hypertext as metric distance may not be
a property of hypertext?; (2) Do spatial aids
prompt the user to develop some form of mental representation that includes metric distances
between elements?; (3) Integration of multiple
types of spatial information is cognitively demanding69; therefore, what is gained by adding
components to hypertext (e.g., spatial maps) that
may force another knowledge subsystem (in this
case metric knowledge) to be engaged?
An alternative perspective is that navigation
may be route-based, that is, route knowledge
is not a prerequisite for or subset of survey
knowledge but rather route and survey knowledge are acquired and represented separately.
Hirtle and Hudson70 found that subjects could
acquire route knowledge from both slide presentations and maps but could only acquire
survey knowledge from maps. This suggests
that, with hypertext, even without global survey knowledge of a document, users should be
able to encode sequences of landmarks into
routes and integrate separate routes for a local
representation of parts of the document. However, even with a route-based explanation of
hypertext use, we still encounter the problem
of distance definition. A route is defined by the
sequence of and distances between landmarks.
In hypertext, distance is not easily measured
and is inconsistent from one traversal of the
document to the next.

A PRELIMINARY COMPARISON OF
HYPERSPACE AND PHYSICAL
SPACE FEATURES
Metric distance may be one property that is
not shared by hyperspace and physical space.
In the following section several other possible
disparities are suggested as examples of the
types of issues that need to be investigated to
evaluate the appropriateness of the spatial
metaphor.
Perceptual cues
As mentioned previously, landmarks are important in navigation because they are a cue for
a specific action to be carried out. In real space,

the surrounding environment provides additional retrieval cues for that action. In hypertext, we view only one window at a time. If the
window itself is not a strong enough cue to retrieve the action from memory (e.g., select a
particular icon to another window) and there
are no navigational aids to help orient the user,
the user must make a random selection of
icons.
In contrast, real-world environments have an
abundance of perceptual information; that is,
they provide a rich collection of features and
attributes on which we can base spatial decisions. Perceptual information allows us to
make predictions about the future positions of
objects in the environment as we move through
space. For example, in a city setting, distal landmarks such as tall buildings are occluded by
closer buildings. As we move through space,
the degree of occlusion changes, giving us clues
as to the future position of the buildings that
are not entirely in our view in that moment.
Hypertext environments are featurally impoverished compared to real-world environments. This may make the attributes that are
present more salient, but it also provides fewer
opportunities for the user to establish multiple
reference points that designate the user’s position along a route. There is no perceptual information that is inherent to the hyperspace environment that helps us make predictions
about the future positions of objects.
The importance of children developing
broader frames of reference outside of their
own bodies was mentioned earlier in the section on spatial cognition. The importance of using the body as a reference for spatial decisionmaking has been argued for adults as well.71
Body position as a perceptual cue and the
sense-of-self within the environment as a physical cue are not characteristics of hyperspace.
The nature of landmarks
In real space, landmarks have no inherent
meaning. Their meaning is defined by the action attached to them. Landmarks have a sequential relationship but not a semantic relationship. For example, a tree has no shared
meaning with a car unless an action pairs the
two together such as, “I must walk to the car
and turn left toward the tree.” In hypertext,
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landmarks, such as individual windows, have
their own semantic content that is related to
other landmarks aside from their possible sequential or spatial relationship.
A sequence of landmarks makes up a route.
In real space, the length of that route and the
spaces between landmarks can be defined by a
distance. Distance in real space is correlated
with time, that is, the longer the distance the
more time it takes to traverse it. In hyperspace,
this correlation does not hold, partly because
we have no way of accurately measuring distance but also because hypertext is dynamic.
Distances do not remain static but change depending on the order of access the individual
uses at any given time or the different preferences expressed by different users.
Spatial mental representation
Survey knowledge in a large hypertext document can only be achieved through navigational aids such as maps and content lists. This
means that it is possible that survey knowledge
is mentally represented in a different form than
route knowledge where the user has visually
experienced the pages. If survey knowledge is
encoded in a different form than route knowledge, it must undergo some kind of mental manipulation so as to track it to route knowledge.
This increases the cognitive demands of the
task.
Contrary to this, in real world navigation distal landmarks and the general lay of the landscape are visible. Through these cues, survey
knowledge can be partially acquired in the
same manner as route knowledge; it is an expansion of the cognitive map developed for
route knowledge. The accumulation of metric
and nonmetric information occurs from the
outset, that is, survey knowledge begins to be
encoded in the same manner, at the same time
as route knowledge. A presentation of a survey
map in the homepage of a document provides
survey information at the outset as well, but in
a different form than route knowledge.
A question of scale
If physical space is cognitively related to hyperspace, how many nodes does a hypertext
document need to have to approximate the

mental space equivalent to the size of a neighborhood or a city or province? In the real world,
we have different cognitive strategies for dealing with different sizes of spatial configurations. How well hypertext cognitively maps
onto physical space may be dependent on appropriate scale matches.

HYPERTEXT NAVIGATION
To this point, this paper has focused on a
broad overview of some of the issues regarding the spatial metaphor. The following section
presents specific studies focused on the contribution of spatial navigational aids to hypertext
performance.
Information access in hypertext documents
is impacted by the structure of the document
itself outside of the navigational aids that may
be provided.72 There are three levels at which
this may occur: (1) The inherent structure of the
material (Is hierarchical organization an intrinsic quality of the material regardless of presentation?); (2) The organization of the material within the document or document structure
cues (Are pages from subordinate categories
differentiated from pages in superordinate categories?); and (3) The linking structure (Does it
reflect both of the above or, in and of itself, does
it impose structure or constraints on the document?). These are global features of the hypertext document that are beyond the focus of this
paper. However, we need to be aware of and
explicitly report these features during the
course of investigating navigational aids.
Measures
How is navigational performance typically
measured? Two categories of measurement encapsulate most of the measures typically used
in hypertext research: efficiency and effectiveness measures.73
Efficiency measures are based on speed and
the number of steps taken to complete an information search. Efficiency measures often include the number of nodes visited in relation
to the entire document, the number of excess
nodes visited, the number of nodes revisited,
the time taken on each node of the document,
and the total task time.
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Effectiveness measures focus on the user’s
search accuracy as well as his or her recall and
understanding of the structure of the document. Effectiveness measures typically include
measures of recall of the elements within and
the structure of the document. This would include the number of node titles remembered,
number of node titles filled into a blank
overview, or a sketch map of the document.12
Accuracy is also an effectiveness measure denoted by the number of correct answers to
questions that require the user to conduct an
information search.
A distinction needs to be made between navigation effectiveness and learning of the document material. In contrast to effectiveness,
learning involves a deeper understanding of
the content of the document and is often measured by the study or review time per node,
the number of main ideas or concepts retained,74 and the number of concepts retained
over time.9
It is meaningful to clarify the distinctions between efficiency measures, effectiveness measures, and enduring learning as the first two
are very important to information access in hypertext, while the third measure is pertinent to
educational value.
Several studies that have found positive effects for spatially based navigational aids have
reported an increase in efficiency measures but
not in effectiveness measures.8,9,14 If hypertext

FIG. 1.

is to be a truly useful informational tool both
measures would seem important. Making decisions quickly and accessing the least windows necessary is relevant, but if users are not
able to find the information they need (incomplete or inaccurate search) or recall how they
found it, the usefulness of hypertext could be
severely constrained. Therefore, it would seem
that a successful navigational aid should increase both efficiency and effectiveness.
Types of navigational aids
A spatial map, spatial overview, or graphical browser is a visual representation of the
structure of the document that depicts the hypertext nodes and the links that connect
them.8,9,74 These are usually in a diagrammatic
form such as block diagrams, diagrams organized around a central term (spider map), or
hierarchically ordered tree diagrams (Figs. 1
and 2).
Nonspatial navigational aids or textual aids
include alphabetical or arbitrarily ordered content lists, conceptually ordered content lists,
and indices.75 It is difficult to pinpoint what
features distinguish a textual from a spatial
aid. I suggest that lists that assign a spatial location through features such as indentation76
should be thought of as a spatial aid as they
provide a spatial location for each term in the
layout.

An example of a spatially ordered navigation aid.
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FIG. 2.

An example of a spatial-hierarchically ordered navigation aid.

The effects of navigational aids
Most hypertext tasks can be described within
the broad classification of open or closed
tasks. 77 Open tasks have a general goal of
browsing or exploring the document. Closed
tasks have a specific goal of finding a particular piece of information. The effects of navigational tools on both types of tasks have been
studied. The following section describes first a
general metaanalysis on navigational aids, task
types, and user characteristics, followed by
specific examples of studies on closed and open
tasks.
Chen and Rada73 conducted a metaanalysis
on 20 experimental studies and 3 doctoral dissertations that appeared between 1988 and
1993. Generally, the metaanalysis indicated
that the effects of navigational tools such as indices, table of contents, and graphical maps interact strongly with the type of task involved
(open or closed).
More specifically, for effectiveness scores
(based on various measures of accuracy), task
complexity showed the greatest effect size, followed by graphical maps. For efficiency scores
(based on various speed measures), task complexity and spatial ability showed the largest
effects. Also, spatial ability interacted with navigational aid on measures of efficiency (speed).
These results suggest that spatial processing
may play a role in hypertext processing. However, as a metaanalysis is an analysis of common features across studies, it does not make

detailed comparisons of the specific features of
each type of navigation tool. It is still not clear
which specific features may contribute to this
effect.
Effects of navigational aids on closed tasks
McDonald and Stevenson9 reported on two
studies examining the effects of navigational
aids on navigation and learning. In the first
study, the effect of a localized spatial map, a
textual content list, and no aid were compared.
The map consisted of labels with connecting
lines indicating the links between nodes. Not
all nodes were linked. The content list was a
scrollable list of all the nodes in the document.
The navigational aids were not interactive in
that users could not access pages via the aids
but had to navigate through the pages indicated by the map or list. The aids were displayed in separate windows from the text content of the document. Subjects were asked to
first find 10 target nodes and immediately after were asked 20 questions regarding information in the text. The navigation measures
were: the mean time taken to access the target
nodes and the number of additional nodes
opened beyond that determined to be the optimal route. The learning measures were: the
number of questions answered correctly and
the mean number of node titles recalled during
free recall. The results show that subjects in the
map condition outperformed both the content
list and no aid conditions on both measures of
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navigation efficiency. However, no significant
differences were found between the three conditions on accuracy on the test questions. The
number of titles recalled were comparable between the spatial map and the contents list but
were significantly less for the no aid condition.
The spatial map did not produce better recall
than the content list.
In McDonald and Stevenson’s second study,
a spatial map and conceptual map were compared to a no aid condition. The conceptual
map was similar to the spatial map described
for the first study but with the added feature
of link descriptions. The same measures were
recorded. Subjects again found 10 target nodes
but then answered 40 questions based on the
text, 20 factual questions and 20 questions
meant to tap into deeper conceptual learning.
This session was referred to as the acquisition
phase. A week later, subjects returned to answer 40 additional questions to test for longterm retention (the retention phase). As in the
first study, significant differences occurred between all conditions on both efficiency measures. On the effectiveness measures, there was
no difference between the spatial and conceptual map conditions on the accuracy of factual
questions in the acquisition phase. Both were
better than the no aid condition. In the retention phase, conceptual map subjects answered
more factual questions correctly than the spatial map and no aid condition. Regarding the
conceptual questions, in the acquisition phase,
subjects in the conceptual map and no aid conditions answered more questions correctly than
the spatial map subjects. In the retention phase,
there was a difference between all three groups;
conceptual map subjects answering correctly
most often, followed by the no aid group, and
finally the spatial map group. These results
suggest that a conceptual map is important for
learning, whereas a spatial map increases efficiency but not effectiveness.
Dias and Sousa13 studied the effects on performance of a navigational map, described as
a content index that provides a global overview
of the document as well as a representation of
the path taken by the user. Subjects were asked
to find the answers to 12 questions. A map icon
allowed the users to access the overview. From
the overview, the subjects could access any
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page within the document. Performance was
measured on the accuracy of the information
search (answers to the test questions), time
spent on each screen page, frequency of visits
to each information node, frequency of visits to
the map, and time spent on the navigational
map. Performance on these measures was compared to a predefined, optimal path for that
particular test item as determined by the authors. Subjects were divided into three groups
according to map access (both frequency and
time spent on the map). Subjects who visited
the map frequently and/or spent more time on
the map accessed more unnecessary nodes than
other users. The authors conclude that the “frequency of visiting the map and time spent on
it do not guarantee orientation to the process
of organizing and acquiring relevant information” (p. 184).
In another search task study, Leventhal et
al.15 found that measures of navigational performance were not correlated with use of a hierarchical overview. Correlations between accuracy and speed measures and both the
percentage and total number of visits to two
types of hierarchical overview cards were not
significant.
Stanton et al.12 found evidence against facilitation of navigation maps on effectiveness
measures. Subjects were divided into map and
no-map conditions and were asked to search
out the answers for a sentence completion task.
They were then asked to draw an outline of the
hypertext document on paper. The results indicated that the no-map subjects outperformed
the map subjects on accuracy of the sentence
completion task. Subjects in the no-map condition were also better able to produce a drawing of the document structure and reported
feeling more in control of the search situation.
Effects of navigational aids on open tasks
Dee-Lucas and Larkin74 investigated the effects of structured (a map) versus unstructured
(an alphabetical list) overviews on recall. The
map consisted of a hierarchical diagram with
one central heading and three levels of subheadings. Through the placement of the headings, referred to as unit titles, the map indicated
the subordinate and superordinate relations
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between the unit titles. The list provided no indication of the relations between the unit titles.
Both overviews were interactive, in that as the
reader finished a unit he or she was required
to return to the overview to select and link up
to a new unit title. Both document formats contained nine units. Participants were asked to
read all material first in a specified order and
then were free to review any material they
chose. Participants were then tested on both recall and study strategy measures. The recall
measures included the number of unit titles recalled, the proportion of text propositions
(main ideas) recalled, the proportion of propositions recalled per unit, and the proportion of
units with at least one proposition recalled. On
these measures of recall there were no differences between the map and the list groups.
However, the map group were more able to recall the title locations than the list group, and
the list group spent more time on the overview.
Wenger and Payne14 investigated whether
the presence of a graphical browser impacted
the comprehension and retention of the content
and structure of a hypertext document. In this
study, the graphical browser indicated the
structure of the document in a hierarchical
fashion and also, through the highlighting of
visited nodes, allowed the user to see which
portions of the document had been accessed.
To minimize imposing a certain order of viewing, users were allowed to access the document
at any entry point by choosing, on the first
node, from an unstructured alphabetical listing
of the contents. Both the browser group and the
no-browser group had this option. The browser
group could return to the browser from any
node in the document. The subjects were instructed to read through all the nodes and indicate when they felt they had accessed all
available nodes. At the end of the text, in a
timed recall task, users were required to note
as many as the node titles as they could remember. They then completed multiple choice
tests as an indicator of their comprehension of
the text. Finally, to tap into the users’ knowledge of the text structure, users were presented
with pairs of node titles and asked to state
whether the nodes were linked within the previous text. On all three of these effectiveness
measures, results showed no differences be-

tween the browser and no-browser groups. The
only significant differences occurred in efficiency measures: the number of nodes accessed
and the number of nodes revisited. Subjects in
the browser groups accessed a higher proportion of the total available nodes and exhibited
less revisitation than the no-browser subjects.
Subsequently, the authors suggested that presentation of a graphical browser enhanced the
efficiency of browsing but did not improve
users’ performance on measures of effectiveness.
An important aspect to note about a number
of the studies comparing spatial navigation
tools versus content lists is that hierarchical organization and spatial location are often confounded.9,10,74 By placing node titles within a
hierarchical framework, nodes are automatically assigned a spatial location. Conversely,
providing a basic content list removes not only
spatial location but also the hierarchical information that highlights the conceptual relations
between node titles. Although any time one label is visually differentiated from another some
sort of spatial context is created, this effect
might be reduced by using typographical cues
(e.g., colored or bolded font) on simple content
list labels to denote which topics are nested
within other topics (providing information
about conceptual relations) while keeping at a
minimum the assignment of an explicit spatial
location. However, there are drawbacks to this
method as well. The hierarchy of the document
could be quite broad (have many labels at the
same level of the hierarchy), but could not be
very deep (have many levels within the hierarchy) or the list itself would become overly
complex.

THE ROLE OF
COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
The previous section provided examples of
variables that can contribute to navigation outcomes. Task type, navigational aids, and overall document structure all impact information
search. The section also illustrates through empirical studies the inconclusiveness of data toward answering the central questions raised in
this article.
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The following section is an outline of some
ways in which traditional cognitive psychology
paradigms could be used to investigate some
of the issues described throughout this paper.
Spatial mental representations: Accessing
underlying mental representations and matching
to the conceptual properties of the material
Do spatially based aids facilitate the construction of a mental representation of the document that reflects the organization of the material? The same methodologies used to
examine spatial cognition in physical space
could be applied to examine cognitions in hyperspace. For example, McNamara et al.’s60 hierarchical tree analysis for assessing the underlying spatial representations for physical
spatial layouts could be applied to users’ mental representations of hypertext documents.
Subjects’ recall protocols of the hypertext document structure could be subjected to McNamara et al.’s algorithm, which constructs hierarchical trees consistent with the internal
organization of the protocols. Subjects’ distance
estimations and spatial priming could be used
to determine whether pairs of windows that are
conceptually related appeared in the same subtree or different subtrees of the hierarchy,
rather than in the order of access or some other
type of spatial organization. When comparing
navigation aids with different degrees of spatial information, this method could reveal
which is most important to the user, conceptual or spatial information.
The role of spatial processing: Identifying the
presence of spatial processing
Is spatial processing involved in the execution of a hypertext search task? The dual-task
interference paradigm is often used in cognitive psychology to detect the presence of specific types of cognitive processing.78 The basis
of this task is that two tasks executed concurrently will produce degraded performance,
particularly if they involve the same type of
processing. When a subject is presented with a
second task that requires a different type of
processing than the task already engaged in,
the second task will interfere less with performance than a task that demands the same type
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of processing. Particular to hypertext, if subjects are asked to engage in a hypertext search
task and this involves spatial processing, then
a second task also involving spatial processing
should degrade performance on the search task
outcomes. Conversely, a second task involving
some other type of processing (e.g., auditory
processing) should not impact performance to
such a degree. If information in hypertext is encoded spatially, the spatial task will interfere
with the encoding of the document structure
and affect measures such as the recall of node
titles. The spatial task could involve monitoring the appearance and location of a visual object on screen. The nonspatial task could involve distinguishing several auditory tones
from one another.
Metaphor validation: Mapping features of
physical space to features of hyperspace
Is the spatial metaphor appropriate for hypertext? It is prudent to take a closer look at
the benefits and limitations of this all-encompassing spatial metaphor from the same perspectives (operational, structural, and pragmatic) and with the same rigor that are used to
evaluate metaphors of a narrower focus. Identifying the mismatches is important. Even if
users may not be able to report them, mismatches may provide implicit knowledge to
users that may negatively affect their mental
representations of the hypertext environment.
Initially, a structural analysis could be undertaken, as this is the type of metaphor analysis often used in both psychological and HCI
research. Also, structural feature mapping between hyperspace and physical space would be
useful toward setting the parameters of the
metaphor, a framework on which to pursue the
operational and pragmatic analyses. A question raised earlier may be a relevant starting
point: Is metric distance a property of hypertext? If metric distance is a property of hypertext then the knowledge we have about how
people navigate in physical space may be relevant to navigation in hyperspace. One way of
investigating this issue is to determine whether
hyperspace violates the three axioms that define physical space. For example, the symmetry axiom could be evaluated through the col-
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lection of distance ratings from subjects asked
to make comparisons between pairs of windows. Distance ratings for all pairs and pair orders (e.g., the distance from A to B as well as
the distance from B to A) could be collected and
the matrix of this data could be evaluated for
symmetry.
If the data does not support a metric representation (e.g., shows asymmetric distances),
further evaluation based on adherence to the
spatial primitives outlined by Golledge46
would be revealing. Golledge is cautious about
the application of spatial primitives as he defines them for several reasons. Some of these
definitions can only be expressed and investigated using imprecise, natural language (e.g.,
How can we quantify identity?) rather than in
the unambiguous technical terms used in computer spatial systems such as Global Positioning Systems. Golledge expresses concern that
such systems entail technical language based
on imprecise definitions of spatial primitives:

location with other windows branching off. An
alternate view is that revisitation may be a
symptom of confused identity. Because of
poorly differentiated labels or visual appearance, a subject may revisit a window mistaking it for a new unopened window or confusing it with a different, previously accessed
window. Again, including qualitative data may
be illuminating. Verbal justifications of revisitations could be collected during the search
tasks to tap into these differences.
Also, verbal protocol recording can be undertaken during the navigation task. Subjects
could be trained to “think aloud” their strategies and thoughts as they proceed through a
hypertext document. Previous research on protocol analysis suggests the task of navigating a
document would be conducive to the “think
aloud” approach and produce the type of protocol data that can be analyzed in detail.79

CONCLUSION
We do this without really knowing how error
accumulates as spatial primitives are joined or
as spatial derivatives are deduced from spatial primitives. We do this without fully understanding that our fuzzy and error-ridden
concepts might be inappropriately transferred
to the exact and precise domain of the computer. (p. 103)

Therefore, examining the comparison between hyperspace features and spatial primitives may be best undertaken as a combination
of quantitative and qualitative analyses. Data
collected via tracking mechanisms would include quantitative variables such as the time
spent on individual windows, the number of
times a window is revisited, and the number
of excess windows opened beyond an optimal
path. To interpret users’ behaviors, quantitative data such as the variables above may be
combined with data from spatial products. For
example, frequent revisitations to a window
may indicate that a particular window is being
used as a reference point or landmark. This implies that a window is being assigned a location relative to other windows. If a window is
used as a landmark, sketch maps of networks
may portray that window as having a central

From the above review it is apparent that
there are many complex psychological factors
involved in the use of the World Wide Web.
Because of the vast potential for the Web to impact millions of people, it is important that we
develop a detailed understanding of users’ perceptions of hyperspace, beginning with a thorough investigation of the most basic cognitive
processes involved, processes that have been
and continue to be closely examined with respect to many other types of environments and
stimuli.
For the computer scientist’s goal of developing optimal interfaces, information gathered
from such cognitive studies should aid in the
development of more user-friendly web sites,
navigation tools, and search mechanisms. For
clinical psychologists, such information may
highlight aspects that need to be considered in
the Web presentation of psychological services.
This information may also shed light on the inherent aspects of hyperspace that allow for the
development of negative behaviors associated
with the Web. For social psychologists, understanding hyperspace and how it cognitively
maps onto physical space may predict behavioral advantages, disadvantages, and solutions
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related to issues about the globalization of our
society and the individual’s social place within
it. For educators, such information may facilitate the presentation of instructional material
in a format that will reduce cognitive overhead
in the learner.
Understanding the cognitive processes involved in hypertext use, particularly people’s
basic conceptualizations of hyperspace, can
only enhance our ability to make the World
Wide Web an accessible information resource
for users of all types. Cognitive psychologists
can play an important role in the identification
and analysis of how the processes of the mind
interact with the Web.
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